
The Ultimate Guide: How to Master Tango
Dancing as a Woman
Are you intrigued by the passionate and alluring dance form called Tango? Do
you dream of mastering its graceful movements and expressing your emotions
with every step? Well, you've come to the right place! In this comprehensive
guide, we will walk you through everything you need to know about dancing
Tango as a woman. Get ready to step into the enchanting world of Tango and
discover the art of seduction through dance.

Understanding the Essence of Tango

Tango originated in the late 19th century in the slums of Buenos Aires, Argentina.
It was born out of the melting pot of cultures, with influences from African,
European, and indigenous traditions. Initially considered a provocative and
scandalous dance, Tango has evolved into a sophisticated and passionate art
form that captivates dancers and audiences worldwide.

The heart of Tango lies in the connection between the partners. It is an intimate
and improvisational dance, where the leader and follower communicate through
subtle cues, allowing for a deep expression of emotions. As a woman, embracing
the essence of Tango means surrendering yourself to the music and placing your
trust in your partner while maintaining your individuality and grace.
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Building the Foundations: Body Awareness

Before you can truly dive into Tango, it's crucial to develop a strong foundation in
body awareness. Tango requires a keen sense of balance, posture, and control of
your movements. Here are a few tips to get started:

1. Posture: Stand tall with your head held high and your shoulders relaxed.
Allow your spine to lengthen, creating a line from the crown of your head to
the base of your spine.

2. Balance: Find your center of gravity by evenly distributing your weight
between both feet. Engage your core muscles to maintain stability and
control.

3. Footwork: Practice walking with small, deliberate steps. Pay attention to the
articulation of your feet, rolling through each step and maintaining a
connection with the floor.

Musicality: Dancing to the Rhythm

Tango is a deeply musical dance, and developing a sense of rhythm and
musicality will significantly enhance your dancing. Listen to Tango music regularly
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and familiarize yourself with the different rhythms and melodies. Internalize the
music and let it guide your movements.

When dancing to Tango music, remember to:

Feel the Beat: Pay attention to the underlying rhythm and find the pulse of
the music. Let your body naturally respond and move in sync with the beat.

Interpret the Melody: Tango music often has dramatic changes in melody
and dynamics. Express the emotions conveyed by the music through your
body movements, adding depth and intensity to your dance.

Embrace the Silence: Tango also has moments of pause and silence. Learn
to appreciate these moments and use them to create tension and
anticipation in your dance.

The Art of Connection: Embracing Your Dance Partner

Tango is characterized by its close embrace between partners, creating an
intense connection both physically and emotionally. As a follower, it's crucial to
establish a harmonious connection with your partner, allowing you to
communicate and respond to their lead effectively.

Here are some tips for embracing your dance partner:

1. Active Listening: Pay attention to your partner's body language and subtle
cues. Anticipate their movements, allowing for a seamless and responsive
dance.

2. Maintain a Steady Frame: Keep your chest gently pressing against your
partner's chest, allowing for clear communication through your upper body
and maintaining a stable frame for intricate footwork.



3. Express Yourself: While following your partner's lead, express your
emotions through your body movements. Bring your individuality to the
dance and let your personality shine.

Improvisation: Nurturing Your Creativity

One of the most thrilling aspects of Tango is its improvised nature. As a follower,
it's essential to nurture your creativity and be prepared to adapt to your partner's
lead, sometimes even suggesting new movements or embellishments.

Here are some tips for improvising in Tango:

1. Active Reaction: Be attentive to your partner's cues and react to their lead
with spontaneity. Trust your instincts and allow yourself to explore new
movements within the framework of Tango.

2. Communicate with Your Feet: Your feet play a vital role in Tango, carrying
out intricate footwork. Use your feet to communicate suggestions or
variations to your partner, adding a unique touch to your dance.

3. Embrace Mistakes: Tango is a dance that embraces imperfections. Don't be
afraid to make mistakes or change directions. Embrace the unexpected and
turn it into an opportunity for creative expression.

The Road to Mastery: Practice, Patience, and Perseverance

Mastering Tango as a woman takes time, dedication, and a willingness to explore
your own style. Surround yourself with supportive and experienced dancers who
can offer guidance and inspiration along the way.

Remember, mastery in Tango comes with practice, patience, and perseverance.
Embrace the challenges, celebrate the successes, and let Tango become a
powerful medium of self-expression and connection.



So, are you ready to embark on this enchanting journey? Put on your dancing
shoes, immerse yourself in the world of Tango, and let the music and your
passion guide you to become a remarkable Tango dancer.
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Tango dance is one the most famous partner dances that emphasizes the vibrant
and playful style of movement, rich expressions, improvisation and requires close
connection and passion between dancers. It is currently practiced by millions of
people from all around the world, who have learned to love not only a traditional
tango style which was popularized in the late 19th and early 20th century but also
many of its other modern tango dance variations created in Argentina and many
other countries. The core concept of the tango dance revolves around leader and
follower, where the leader through their embrace gives openings to the follower
what to do, and the follower then chooses how he will respond. The result of this
cooperative process can be a highly improvisational dance that fully captivates
the attention of both the dancers and spectators.
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This book presents a concise, definite plan for women to help you make
incredible progress in Tango. It shows you how to use your Mindset within to
access a deeper Tango partner connection that is anxious and willing to serve
you if you know how to use it.
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